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11.
SECURITY
You guys wanted to see the cameras,
right?
STARKS
Yeah.
JOSEPH
Man you better announce your self, I
almost shot you...
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INT. ELEVATOR DAY
STARKS
Anyone fired from the job lately?
SECURITY
No.
JOSEPH
Anything on the cameras?
SECURITY
There's no cameras on this floor.
STARKS
What about In here?
Sound of the elevator stop.
Joseph and Starks look at the Security guard waiting to hear
the answer.
SECURITY
Follow me.
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INT SECURITY ROOM FLOOR DAY
We see the Security guard walking, leading them down the
hallway. Walking ahead of them, he looks ahead at a camera
and makes a face signaling something, it isn't noticeable.
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INT SECURITY ROOM DAY
We see the 3 of them in a room.
SECURITY
See, no one other than Ms. Mbayu and
her assistant stopped on that floor
last night. And, our cameras on the
elevator have been down a few days to
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12.
answer your question.
STARKS
Was there another security guard
working with you last night?
SECURITY
No, just me.
STARKS
Do you know if she had problems with
any of her clients?
SECURITY
I don't think so.
STARKS
You don't think so? You have a more
certain answer?
SECURITY
No, she had no problems with her
clients, I'm sure of it.
STARKS
How do you know? You don't have any
cameras down there. You go down on
that floor, mix and mingle?
SECURITY
I walk the floors sometimes.
STARKS
Well who watches the cameras?.. Hmm?
While you're mixing and mingling who's
watching the cameras?
SECURITY
No one was on that floor last night,
other than me who called you, and that
wasn't until this morning when I found
them...
STARKS
You found them? So somebody walked in
your building murdered two people and
all you have to say is that "you found
them?" Well whoopdie fucking do?
Dumbass.
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